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That theory is "panspermia." It holds that life first arose in space and that planets in the solar system were "seeded" with microbes carried across the cosmos by dust, meteors and debris. "Panspermia ...
The fungus on Mars and the man who thinks he found life on other planets
But as John Gülen explains in his 2019 gas turbine primer, the increasing turbine inlet temperatures of modern high-efficiency ... a four-year real-condition test program at Duke Energy’s ...
Rediscovering Fire: Advancements in Gas Turbine Combustion
The test, known as the Labeled Release experiment ... they would slurp up the soup and release it into the chamber as a radioactive gas -- a response that could be detected by instruments onboard ...
The fungus on Mars and the prince of panspermia
Noble gases—helium ... completely alters helium’s chemistry,” adds Utah State researcher, Alex Boldyrev told Phys.org. To test this theory, the team used a ‘crystal structure predicting ...
Newly Created Helium Compound Could Completely Change Chemistry
Things were much simpler way back when, but they’re much more convenient today. In the long run, it's the relationships between people that stand the test of time.
Column: Times were simpler once, but not so convenient
(Nanowerk News) Since the beginning of civilization, humans have exploited new materials to improve their lives, from the prehistoric Stone Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age to the modern Silicon Age ...
Synthesis method expands material possibilities
the American has produced groundbreaking research on ocean acidification – the process by which gases emitted by the burning of fossil fuels are changing the chemistry of the sea and ...
The Hot List: Meet Ken Caldeira, Bill Gates’ climate adviser
However, these renewable sources failed the reliability test during the freeze, as output from wind turbines in the state fell by 93 percent between February 8 and February 16. During the same period ...
Research & Commentary: Analysis Shows Natural Gas Carried the Load for Texas During February Cold Snap
Several groups have recently reported results from experiments involving flow of liquids and gases through membranes ... smaller length scales. In 2006, Holt et al. 31 achieved a milestone in ...
Fluid flow in carbon nanotubes and nanopipes
Analytical chemists use their knowledge of chemistry, instrumentation ... The chemical industry is crucial to modern world economies and works to convert raw materials such as oil, natural gas, air, ...
Analytical Chemistry
Using zinc and sulfuric acid to create arsine gas, this test is highly sensitive to even ... and paves the way for the modern Food and Drug Administration. Twelve years after discovering radium ...
Chemistry and Forensic Science in America
Edison began a comprehensive test of all the carbon ... Orange complex was the most modern and well-equipped industrial research facility in the world. It included several specialty laboratories for ...
Thomas Edison, Chemist
Modern critical care medicine is distinguished ... Joseph Black (1728–99), who became Professor of Chemistry in Edinburgh, showed while he was a medical student that large quantities of a gas, which ...
American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine
The purpose of the department’s graduate programs is to provide the guidance and opportunity for students to develop the quantitative skills of engineering and science and the acumen to apply these ...
Graduate Programs
Most believe that human activity, in particular the burning of fossil fuels and the resulting buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere ... measured in the era of modern instruments is ...
The Big Thaw
Few discoveries have truly transformed the modern medical science as much as ... which includes nine from physics , two each from chemistry and medicine with fair share of controversies ...
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MRI — The Amazing Imaging modality which transformed Medical Science, and , Nobel Prize!
It is so much a part of the fabric of our collective thinking that in its modern-day guises it is all but invisible ... in the first instance at least – the context of physics and chemistry. It would ...
A Neo-Humean Perspective: Laws as Regularities
Not only was this an impressive technological accomplishment, but it paved the way for developments that would indelibly alter modern society ... the division of spectral lines by exposing an ionized ...
Quantum Physics
"I have been wanting to apply for a grant to test pilots and flight attendants ... treated plastic and fabrics in dust particles or as gases that cling to dust. People inhale the dust; infants ...
Chemicals Within Us
(Paolo Verzone) The worst damage in 2009 was to the city’s modern buildings ... (Radon, a colorless, odorless radioactive gas, is present in small quantities in most rock formations.) ...
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